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Globalturk Capital brought the Turkish Deputy Prime Minister, Mehmet Şimşek, and the world's 
leading private equity funds together for the second time at the “Annual Executive Briefing on the 

Private Equity Investments in Turkey and its Environs".

More than 35 senior representatives of the world's important private equity funds attended the "Private Equity Invest-
ments in Turkey and its Environs" event that was recently hosted by Globalturk Capital. The investments and exits of 
Private Equity Funds today and in the days ahead for Turkey and its environs were the main topics discussed during the 
event that was organized jointly by Globalturk Capital and EMPEA, the global industry association for private capital in 
emerging markets, and the only global organization of its kind in the world (EMPEA), based in Washington DC, USA. 
With the invaluable participation and the keynote speech of the Turkish Deputy Prime Minister, Mehmet Şimşek, the 
current state of the Turkish economy, the long term positive dynamics of Turkey and their potential long term impacts 
on the private equity funds were discussed. 

Şimşek drew particular attention to the comprehensive reform program that 
lies ahead of Turkey, which is the indispensable policy tool for high quality 
strong sustainable growth. He underlined that there have been a number of 
short term constrains on the growth, yet we should see clarity on the political 
side in 2017 following the proposed constitutional amendments. Thanking to 
the comprehensive reform program, he mentioned that the remaining compo-
nents of an ecosystem supportive of high-tech start-ups and innovation driven 
economy can be put in place. This way, it is hoped and anticipated that Turkey 
could go back to its 5%+ growth path. 

Mehmet Şimşek also added that it was the right time to invest in Turkey for 
investors. Key strengths of Turkey were to remain the same; upper middle 
income level, demographics, the entrepreneurship skills, and the opportunities 

EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW

                                                                                                                                       of its geography. Turkey has been talking 
about initiating a free trade agreement with the GCC countries and many initiatives in Africa. These imply higher sales 
for Turkish companies and better margins with the help of R&D and innovation. He admitted that Turkey has gone 
through a tough episode, yet he pointed out that the worst was over. Turkey was one of the few countries that can 
achieve high income country status with the help of the reforms underway and that there was still significantce upside 
and value for long term investors.

Mr. Şimşek also stated that Turkey ultimately is committed to enhance its 
relations with the EU to help improve the rule of law and democracy and to 
improve the quality of institutions. Turkey is ultimately committed to expand-
ing the Customs Union with EU to include services, agriculture and public 
procurement. It would increase trade volumes between Turkey and EU by at 
least US$300 billion.

In the latter  part of 2016, 
more than US$800 million 
worth of new funds were 
raised for Turkey and some 
are on their way to their       

first closings.

Private equity industry has 
proven once again to be a 

micro business rather than a 
macro business by continuing 

to be active throughout 
economic and political cycles.

DECEMBER

2016
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US$2 Billion Looking For Opportunities To Invest

The event began with the welcoming speech of Barış Öney, Founder and Managing Partner of Globalturk Capital, about 
the current status of the Private Equity market in Turkey and the surrounding emerging markets. Barış Öney stated that 
almost all FDI coming to Turkey was through cross border M&A transactions and 62% of these transactions are driven by 
private equity funds directly and indirectly1. This meant private equity industry was driving the global growth for many 
multinational businesses and many fund representatives were the key decision makers at the Boards of these companies. 
Hence, it was important to motivate Turkish businesses to increase their corporate standards so they could take advan-
tage of raising funds from private equity funds to grow. With the success of the private equity community, it was evident 
that the Government was promoting private equity investments at various levels. 

Barış Öney stated that the Private Equity industry and the Turkish business community have proven their resilience once 
again, in light of the continued investments, exits and fund raisings  and notwithstandindespite many complications in 
the market especially after the failed coup attempt in July and continued investments, exits and fund raisings. In the last 
4-5 months more than US$800 million worth of new funds were raised for Turkey and some are on their way to their first 
closings, new investments were realized, and most interesting and successful exits happened. He added that there was 
still close to a billion dollar of un-invested funds from the previous vintage for Turkey. This meant there is US$2 billion 
just in the possessionat the disposal of a handful of funds there exists US$  2 billion looking for attractive investment                                   
Funds of IFC), Florian Münkle (Director of Turkey / Middle East of DEG), and Karsten Sinner (Senior Banker of EBRD). 
The LPs stated that they were happy with the performance of their investments in Turkey relative to other EM countries, 
which ranked in the second quartile after China and Southeast Asia. They underlined that Turkey stood at a much better 
Funds of IFC), Florian Münkle (Director of Turkey / Middle East of DEG), and 
Karsten Sinner (Senior Banker of EBRD). The LPs stated that they were happy 
with the performance of their investments in Turkey relative to other EM coun-
tries, which ranked in the second quartile after China and Southeast Asia. They 
underlined that Turkey stood at a much better position in terms of per capita 
GDP and political risks as compared with most other emerging markets and 
the frontier markets. Despite the political and currency risks of Turkey, private 
equity industry has proven once again to be a micro business rather than a 
macro business by continuing to be active throughout economic and political 
cycles. Furthermore, the LPs stated that the risks could no longer be attributed 
to emerging markets only. The notion that emerging markets were generally 
risky and the developed markets were safe is no longer a valid argument in 
today’s world. 

The south-south cross border 
acquisitions have become 

important between emerging 
markets themselves and there 

were many multi-national 
acquirers from emerging 

markets.

1 Indirectly means transactions where Private Equity investors hold shareholding positions in foreign strategics.
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The event began with the welcoming speech of Barış Öney, Founder and Managing Partner of Globalturk Capital, about 
the current status of the Private Equity market in Turkey and the surrounding emerging markets. Barış Öney stated that 
almost all FDI coming to Turkey was through cross border M&A transactions and 62% of these transactions are driven by 
private equity funds directly and indirectly1. This meant private equity industry was driving the global growth for many 
multinational businesses and many fund representatives were the key decision makers at the Boards of these companies. 
Hence, it was important to motivate Turkish businesses to increase their corporate standards so they could take advan-
tage of raising funds from private equity funds to grow. With the success of the private equity community, it was evident 
that the Government was promoting private equity investments at various levels. 

Barış Öney stated that the Private Equity industry and the Turkish business community have proven their resilience once 
again, in light of the continued investments, exits and fund raisings  and notwithstandindespite many complications in 
the market especially after the failed coup attempt in July and continued investments, exits and fund raisings. In the last 
4-5 months more than US$800 million worth of new funds were raised for Turkey and some are on their way to their first 
closings, new investments were realized, and most interesting and successful exits happened. He added that there was 
still close to a billion dollar of un-invested funds from the previous vintage for Turkey. This meant there is US$2 billion 
just in the possessionat the disposal of a handful of funds there exists US$  2 billion looking for attractive investment                                   
Funds of IFC), Florian Münkle (Director of Turkey / Middle East of DEG), and Karsten Sinner (Senior Banker of EBRD). 
The LPs stated that they were happy with the performance of their investments in Turkey relative to other EM countries, 
which ranked in the second quartile after China and Southeast Asia. They underlined that Turkey stood at a much better 

In the second panel moderated by Barış Öney, the GPs discussed their experiences in investing in Turkey as compared 
with the surrounding emerging markets. Colin Clark (Managing Director and Head of CEE, Turkey, MENA, the Rohatyn 
Group), Murat Erkurt (Founder and Managing Partner of Mediterra), Murat Özgen (CEO of Is Private Equity), Anthony 
Stalker (Partner and CIO of ADM Capital) and Omar Syed (Managing Director, Turkey and Central Asia, The Abraaj 
Group) were the panelists. Despite the failed coup attempt in July and many other regional instabilities, there have been 
a number of deal closures, exits as well as successful fundraising activity. It was stated that the south-south cross border 
acquisitions have become important between emerging markets themselves and there were many multi-national acquir-
ers from emerging markets. The instabilities and risks in the region were not able to undermine the immense opportuni-
ties in Turkey for the fund managers. It was underlined that the Turkish economy was an SME driven market and going 
forward Turkish entrepreneurs should have the courage to expand and become regional players. The current environ-
ment could result in the globalization of Turkish businesses by outbound acquisitions.

There Are Reasons To Be Optimistic About The Future

Robert van Zwieten, President of EMPEA, presented the survey results of Private Equity activity in emerging markets and 
Turkey, where he summarized the current state of private equity investments and fund raisings. Mr. van Zwieten    
demonstrated with facts and figures how the Turkish Private Capital Market has recently faced challenges in terms of 
investor perception. On the other hand, he highlighted 2016 fundraising and deal closure activities as well as the Turkish 
Growth and Innovation Fund launched in May by the Turkish Government and European Investment Fund. He  concluded 
that there were a lot of reasons to be optimistic about the future of private equity market in Turkey. 

One other important guest of the Summit was Dr. Burak Küntay, participating in a debate with Barış Öney and          
Robert van Zwieten. The participants discussed what the result of US elections meant for emerging markets and Turkey. 
It was agreed that the result of the US election would bring unpredictability and uncertainty to both US and emerging 
markets in terms of macro policies. However this unpredictability would not add too much into already unpredictable 
and uncertain markets, especially to Turkey. There could always be instability in the region where Turkey lies, as has been 
the case for decades, even centuries, yet this did not suppress the profitable investment opportunities. Moreover; it was 
inevitable for institutional and private equity investors to look into emerging markets since two thirds of the global popu-
lation lives in emerging countries, and two thirds of global GDP unfolds in emerging markets.
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ORGANIZERS

Globalturk Capital is a Pre & Post Investment Manage-
ment and Advisory Services Firm, assisting and man-
aging investments in Turkey and abroad. We provide 
our services to both foreign strategic/private equity 
investors and Turkish Entrepreneurs, by acting as their 
true glo-cal partners in their investments and growth 
respectively.
 
For foreign direct investors, among other things, our 
specialty is that we coordinate, assist and/or manage 
their current and prospective investments in Turkey, 
by aligning our interests with them as their glo-cal 
hands-on and unique investment partner in the coun-
try. Our main goal is to assist them in their post invest-
ment period by taking active hands-on roles at the 
board levels on behalf of them, with a professional yet 
candid approach towards their local partners. We 
work to eliminate the miscommunication and 
business issues starting from the pre investment 
period, which might potentially pose problems 
between the partners during the post investment 
period; or whenever during the life of their partner-
ship. 

For Turkish Entrepreneurs, as their glo-cal hands-on 
and longterm partner, we work with them on the 
overall strategy for their companies, develop detailed 
business plans, identify required resurces and funding 
needs going forward and prepare their companies to 
raise capital and/or partner with private equity and 
strategic investors. We then assist them during the 
capital raising and/or M&A transactions, strategic 
business development e�orts, setting-up corporate 
governance and reporting structures as well as inter-
national expansion projects. We continue to work 
with them during the post-capital raising/partnership 
period to assist them during the life of the partner-
ship.
 
Our international advisory practice encompasses sell 
and buy side M&A advisory in emerging markets 
primarily for SMEs. Kindly find more information on 
our website:
 
www.globalturkcapital.com

EMPEA is the global industry association for private 
capital in emerging markets. We are an independent 
non-profit organization with over 300 member firms, 
comprising institutional investors, fund managers and 
industry advisors, who together manage more than 
US$1 trillion of assetsand have o�ces in more than 
100 countries across the globe. Our members share 
EMPEA’s belief that private capital is a highly suited 
investment strategy in emerging markets, delivering 
attractive long-term investment returns and promot-
ing the sustainable growth of companies and econo-
mies. We support our members through global 
authoritative intelligence, conferences, networking, 
education and advocacy.

EMPEA's Mission

Fostering a vibrant and informed industry to realize 
investment returns and sustainable growth in emerg-
ing markets.

The EMPEA Edge

EMPEA's member firms recognize that a holistic 
understanding of how emerging markets fit within 
both the global private equity and wider economic 
landscape is critical to their business. Whether it is an 
LP choosing an investment location or a GP seeking 
new sources of capital, EMPEA creates opportunities 
for members to succeed in a highly competitive 
investment environment. EMPEA powers the emerg-
ing markets private equity marketplace by delivering 
unparalleled intelligence and market data upon which 
investment decisions are being made every day. 

www.empea.org
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Distinguished Panelists, representatives of the Private Equity Community, dear guests, sponsors, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
welcome and thank you all very much for joining and supporting us at these very last days of the year, which we believe 
is an important and a timely moment. 

My most sincere special thanks goes of course to EMPEA and his President Robert van Zwieten, who is a true believer in 
emerging markets and Turkey and put a lot of e�ort for this event to happen. Also Seymur Tarı, Co-Founder and CEO of 
Turkven has come forward and supported us dearly in our e�orts. Our co-investee companies Tempo Call Center and 
Sistem-9 Digital Signage have provided their full support to our organization. And 360+Interactive Media Agency has 
worked grueling hours to make this gathering a reality. 

Thank you all again.

While we are about to enter 2017 in a few days’ time, the World and our beloved country is being confronted by unprece-
dented challenges of our times. Please allow me to condemn any type of terrorism, anywhere in the World, which has 
already left thousands of dead and wounded behind, be it soldiers, security forces, or civilians and many families in deep 
grievence. Though it arouses indignation in all of us, and tears our hearts out, we come out of every such incident even 
stronger. 

The most recent attack hit us just last Saturday night, few hundred meters away from this very excuisite hotel. 44 of our 
dear innocent citizens, most of them being policemen, were killed and 166 wounded. Our condolences and prayers are 
with them and with all their families. 

I’d like to kindly ask you to join me now, for a one minute of silence for all the innocent
lives lost to terrorism.

We as Globalturk Capital, are proud to put together our 2nd Annual Private Equity Brief-
ing in Turkey and Environs jointly with EMPEA this year as well. As most of you may 
remember, we had started this initaitive last year and had a great success. We put togeth-
er a post-event output and published it, so that we could all refer to after the event and I 
know that many of the participants and non-participants have used it as a reference for 
their own fund activity. For those of you who haven’t seen it, it can be reached from our 
websites today as well. 

That motivated us this year also and we were encouraged to turn it into an annual event by adding new dimensions to it 
which we hope you’ll enjoy. We expect that this short but content-rich event will be helpful, for many of the decisions 
private equity community faces nowadays when considering investments and exits in and around Turkey. 

We also have guests from our investee companies and business community in the audience and I am sure they’ll benefit 
from this very event as well. 

As it was the case last year, EMPEA, the global industry association for private capital in emerging markets will be 
presenting its important research findings about private equity investments in Turkey as compared to other emerging 
markets. EMPEA members today manage well in excess of  than US$1 trillion of assets.

WELCOMING REMARKS 
by Barış ÖNEY, Founder and Managing Partner of Globalturk Capital

DECEMBER

2016
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Number of direct PE investments 
over the last 10 years, averaged at 

26% of all cross-border 
M&A transactions. 

Yet with indirect PE investments 
it goes up to 62%.

Robert van Zwieten, the President of EMPEA who will be presenting today, has an excellent background. Prior to EMPEA, 
he worked in renowned Asian financial institutions where he was responsible for originating and structuring of several 
billion dollars in transactions and investments across numerous Asian emerging and frontier markets. He was responsible 
for, amongst others, Asian Development Bank’s private equity activities and led the incubation of several new private 
equity funds and non-bank financial institutions. He also managed an Asia-focused hedge fund and served as he CFO of  
Singapore Exchange, not to mention many senior financial positions he held in the US and Europe at various capacities 

during his exceptional career. We are honored to have his excellency Deputy Prime Minister Mehmet Şimşek, who will join 
us in the next hour or so today. In his most successful career of coming from an investment banking background at top 
notch global financial institutions such as Merrill Lynch, Deutche-Bender Securities and UBS in London and New York for 
a total of 10 years. He has been successfully serving in the government since 2007, first as the Minister of Economy for 2 
years and the Minister of Finance since 2009 and now as the Deputy Prime Minister.

It is also the first time that ISPAT, the Investment Support and Promotion 
Agency of Turkey, will be addressing to the private equity community. 
Unfortunately ISPAT’s president Arda Ermut had experienced a last minute 
unforseen change in his schedule and therefore will be welcoming our 
community through a video presentation. However, we have the Vice Presi-
dent of ISPAT Ahmet Burak Daglıoglu and his most energetic team mem-
bers here with us today which you may find worthwhile discussing with 
them during the co�ee break. 

We’ll have an interesting session today for you as well, with Robert and      
Dr. Burak Küntay, who is an expert in US-Turkey and Middle East relations at 
the Bahcesehir University. I am sure you’ll find it insightful, listening to this 
invaluable conversation to gather some action points for your investment strategies.
---
Private Equity investments in Turkey has come along ways since the first fund entry to Turkey in 1995. Until 2005, there 
were only around 36 investments totalling on a little more than US$300 million. Building up on this long but relentless 
decade with a lot of persistence, the industry picked up in 2005 with a surge of investments until today. Since 2005 we 
have seen quite a number of investments estimated to be more than US$18 billion into 250+ companies and numerous 
successful exits.
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During this 22 years of history, which I personally was right in the middle from the very beginning, Turkey has seen all 
sorts of crisis you could think of, be it political, economical, macro, micro, regional conflicts, coup attempts, you name it 
we had it. The industry in general however, came out strong out of all these challenges. 

When many looked into Turkey post-failed coup attempt just few months before and the state of emergency measures 
introduced by the Government, they thought Turkey should be forgotten for many years ahead. I was stuck in the U.S. 
where I was about to return after the bayram holidays, and the first announcement from FAA was that all flights to 
Turkey was halted for the next 3 months. We all know that the ban was lifted after 3 days. Similarly when we had a devas-
tating blast and attack to the Istanbul Atatürk International Airport in the beginning of summer, just few hours later all 
the flights were continuing as if nothing happenned. 

The Private Equity industry and especially the Turkish business community have proven their persistence and their 
resilience once again and continued investments, exits, fund raisings and diversification of their risks almost momentari-
ly, and now continuing their paths forward. In the last 4-5 months more than US$800 million of new funds were raised 
for Turkey and some are on their way to their first closings, new investments were realized, and some of the most inter-
esting and successful exits happenned. There is still close to a billion US dollars of uninvested funds for Turkey.               
This means we have just in a handful of funds with US$2 billion looking for attractive investment opportunities to invest.

Dear friends,

We have been recently experiencing crisis in other emerging markets, unfolding regional conflicts, power struggles and 
challenges to the democratic and liberal market place in the World. There is almost no doubt that the World will look 
di�erent a year from now. 

Nevertheless, I am sure the private equity industry, will still act very diligently in emerging markets and in Turkey to grow 
their activity and both investors and companies will benefit from it.
   
We all know that Turkey needs FDI. We also know that almost all FDI coming to Turkey is through M&As. Number of 
direct PE investments over the last 10 years, averaged at 26% of all cross-border M&A transactions, in other words FDI 
transactions. However our research shows that when we look into private equity driven transactions as well, this number 
goes above 62%. I’ll share a few slides with you about our findings during our panel on this topic. This means private 
equity industry is driving the global growth for many multinational businesses and many are the key decision makers at 
the Board’s of these companies. 
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The positive outcome from these 
recent challenging times, is that 

Turkish businesses are in the 
process of a massive globalization 

move through acquiring           
companies abroad. The PE 

community will only benefit from 
this growth.

I’ve been personally stating this very fact for many years at the highest levels of our Government to have them realize 
the importance of the private equity industry and to promote and motivate Turkish businesses to increase their corpo-
rate standards so that they can take advantage of raising funds and benefit from it in which the private equity industry 
could o�er to them in their global growth. 

I am glad to see today that with my recent humble e�orts and the success of our investment community to date, I can 
comfortably say that our Government is promoting private equity investments at various levels, and today our Deputy 
Prime Minister, President of ISPAT, and the Economic Monitoring and Coordination Chair of our President’s O�ce have 
all been very supportive and looking positively to such investments.  

Despite all these positives, private equity investing has still many challenges. The market volatility in the global and local 
politics of the emerging markets, where Turkey is no exception as the most e�ected country is having investors 
concerned and slowing down decisions if not postponing them. Tourism was seriously e�ected from recent events which 
put a lot of burden on the economy for example. There are still more than 100 exits yet to be realized in the next few 
years from companies which need stability and visibility to be finalized.  

It is a very known fact that investors, be it private equity or strategic, international or local, need visibility and comfort 
rather than uncertainty. The sooner there is stability in the investment environment, the sooner we’ll see investments 
pouring into Turkey. And with the exceptional business leaders and investment professionals we see in Turkey, Turkey will 
outgrow its boundaries in a very short period of time. The positive outcome I expect from these recent challenging times, 
is that Turkish businesses large or small for the first time, are in the process of launching a massive globalization move 
through acquiring companies abroad to diversify their risks. The private equity community will only benefit from this 
growth and could realize many profitable investments.

The investment activity that we were seeing mostly in the large segment, is 
now coming down to smaller companies as well. I had been saying this for a 
long time that the real private equity potential of Turkey was in the SME 
segment, and seeing a bit of shift towards that segment is encouraging. I am 
expecting this trend to continue and companies like Globalturk Capital with 
creative and proven partnership and co-investment models will allow inves-
tors to focus more in this (SME) segment comfortably.

I am very optimistic in that sense about Turkey and I am sure especially the 
locally managed fund executives  join me in their thoughts. 

Our distinguished panelists have a great deal of experience in other emerg-
ing and frontier markets and I am sure they share similar views but we’ll hear 
from them in few minutes. 

I am also looking forward to listening ISPAT’s President and our Deputy Prime Minster to address the potential ahead for 
the private equity investors. 

To be short I’d like to wish once more all the distinguished participants to have a great and informative afternoon with 
networking opportunities.

Tekrar hoşgeldiniz.
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Arda Ermut started his video address by thanking Globalturk Capital for putting this very important and timely event 
together and stated the importance of private equity industry for Turkey. Highlights from his speech were as follows:

Since its establishment in 2006, ISPAT provides assistance to global investors before, during and after their entry in 
Turkey thanks to its two main functions; support and promotion. ISPAT links global investors to the Government and 
businesses in Turkey. Working on confidential basis and acting as a private venture in private sector mentality, the 
Agency is a trustworthy partner to the investors. 

With an investor friendly administration and improved investor sentiment, Turkey has attracted US$172 billion of FDI 
since 2003 compared to mere US$15 billion in eighty years before 2003. Turkey’s share in global FDI is 1% and this 
ratio is expected to reach at 1.5% in the short run and 2% in the long run. 

Turkey’s investment potential is built on solid macro-economic performance and a successful track record of imple-
menting comprehensive reforms. Turkish economy grew by an average of around 5% over the past forty years, 
which makes Turkey one of the fastest growing economies in the world.  

Despite many adverse economic and political developments in the region in 2016, Turkey undertook an R&D reform 
in February, a labor market reform in May; introduced a private pension scheme in August, implemented judicial 
reforms in July and October and launched a reform for SME access to finance. 

With a bottom-up approach these reforms will help the country to move up in the value chain, to make the country 
more competitive and eliminate barriers to do business. Moreover, with a top-down approach they will help to 
improve the quality of education, making the labor market more flexible and implementing tax and public sector 
administration reforms. 

Bright economic future, growing domestic market together with a young population, a skilled labor force and a 
strategic location that allows access to 1.6bn people, US$23.5 trillion GDP and 7.1 trade volume within four hours 
flight radius has made Turkey an attractive investment destination. 

Well aware of advantages provided by Turkey, many multinational corporations have invested in Turkey as a manu-
facturing hub and a management center. American, Asian and European companies have invested to manufacture 
goods in Turkey and export to other countries in the region. 

Over the past decade, the share of private equity sponsored FDI in the total FDI has been constantly rising in the 
world. ISPAT attaches a great importance and value to the private equity investments that have been a major source 
of funding for FDI across the world. 

These private equity investments have also been an important source of funding for FDI in Turkey. Some of the 
largest FDI deals in Turkey were carried out by private equity investors. 

Turkey’s economic performance and potential has drawn the attention of private equity investors from all around 
the world. The macro and micro economic conditions of Turkey have been major reasons for private equity interest.  

At the macro level; the make-up of Turkish business community and the high proportion of local players have driven 
private equity deals.

At the micro level, the entrepreneurs who have established a good business, yet who need equity financing to reach 
at true potential, and family businesses which lack second or third generations provide profitable opportunities for 
Private Equity investors.  

The stabilization of macro conditions, strong economic performance, young population and strategic location have 

TURKEY’S FDI POTENTIAL & OPPORTUNITIES GOING FORWARD 
by Arda Ermut, President, Investment Support and Promotion Agency (ISPAT)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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encouraged investors to invest in Turkey which is a safe haven among emerging markets. For this reason, FDIs either by 
Private Equity funds or by other means have increased significantly in Turkey over the previous years.

Concluding Add-Ons:
Ahmet Burak Dağlıoğlu was invited to the stage to let the investors know that both the ISPAT managers attending to the 
Briefing and himself would be more than happy to assist the attendees during the co�ee break or any time afterwards. 
He mentioned further that ISPAT works with Private Equity funds in Turkey and di�erent stakeholders in this business for 
di�erent issues. They provide solutions to operations of Private Equity funds in Turkey if requested. He also added that 
the Agency organizes high-level meetings and roadshows abroad with the participation of Prime Minister or President 
and senior managers of Private Equity funds. 

by Ahmet Burak Dağlıoğlu, Head of PPP Department, Investment Support and Promotion Agency (ISPAT)
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The Turkish private capital market faces some challenges in terms of investor perception but there are plenty of 
reasons for optimism; (i) highest fundraising since 2012, (ii) the Turkish government and the European Investment 
Fund are taking steps to further grow Turkey’s private capital ecosystem and (iii) recent exits point to resilient 
demand for good Turkish companies regardless of short-term volatility.

Political and currency risk are the chief deterrents for LPs investing in Turkey funds. Since 2011, disclosed capital 
invested in Turkey has decreased each year. 

KEY RESEARCH PRESENTATION: Turkey’s Private Capital Landscape: Current 

Key Trends and Takeaways

by Robert van Zwieten, President, EMPEA

•

•

Turkey ranks at the last place in terms of private capital penetration among major emerging countries in 2014 and 
2015. 

•

Capital invested in Turkey has lagged behind other MINT countries in 2015 and 2016. The case of Mexico proves that 
sustained government support and reforms prove crucial for PE industry. Fundraising amount in 2016 in MENA and 
CEE/CIS region exceeds 2015. 

•
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Past deals show that healthcare and consumer goods & services are the most attractive sectors in which EM PEs 
have built exposure since 2011.

Managers have found liquidity recently through multiple channels; Mediterra sold majority stake of Logo Yazilim 
on the Istanbul Exchange in November, Turkven sold 70% of Doga Koleji to several businessmen in August, ADM 
sold 100% stake of Cevher Group to Mexican strategic buyer, Providence Equity Partners and Argus Capital sold 
portfolio companies Digiturk and KaleNobel respectively to strategic buyers.

•

•

The highest total fundraising since 2012 has taken place in 2016.•

The case of Mexico: Sustained government support and reform crucial for PE industry

   Turkey is on track for its highest annual fundraising total since 2012

Fundraising in the broader region will exceed last year’s total
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LP PANEL HIGLIGHTS

LPs talked about their recent activity in Turkey and in the surrounding emerging markets. 

It was mentioned during the panel that IFC’s current PE portfolio stands at US$5 billion in 276 funds with annual 
spending of US$500 million into an average of 22-25 PE funds a year globally. Istanbul o�ce covers Ukraine, Poland, 
Russia, Balkans, Central Asia, MENA and Turkey and participates in 5-6 fund raisings a year. It is on average one fund 
a year in Turkey.

IFC participated in Turkven I (2002) and Turkven II (2007); Mediterra I (2011) and Mediterra II (2016), Taxim, ADM 
Capital (Russia, Turkey, Ukraine Balkans), Abraaj Turkey along with other funds in a global approach, Earlybird 
Venture Capital, Digital East Fund and Revo Capital.

DEG’s current PE portfolio stands at EUR2.1 billion in 110 PE funds and 120 direct equity investments. 15% and 25% 
of EUR1.1 billion spending in 2015 was directed respectively to (i) PE and (ii) direct equity, co-investments and 
mezzanine investments. 

EBRD’s current PE portfolio stands at EUR2.2 billion in 111 PE funds. They spend yearly EUR200 million in 9-12 PE 
funds on average. 

IFC, EBRD and DEG all invested in similar funds raised recently in Turkey. They have been active in fund closings in 
Turkey over the past twelve months, hence they may not be involved in new closings in the coming months. 

LPs are generally happy with the performance of their investments in Turkey relative to other EM countries. Turkey’s 
performance has been historically strong, even through the impact of currency volatility has been felt lately. Turkey 
ranks in the second quartile in terms of performance after China and Southeast Asia.

These institutions are established to invest in emerging countries. Turkey stands at a better position in terms of per 
capita GDP and political risks compared with the frontier markets.

LPs consider not only political risk and macro fundamentals nor stability and predictability of legal system, but it is 
a combination of all that convinces them to allocate their investments in a country. 

By definition, LPs are exposed to currency and political risks in emerging markets. The currency risk may potentially 
erode hefty returns acquired in local currencies. LPs are able to minimize and diversify it, but they cannot totally 
avoid risks. Given that these institutions are not short term investors, rather medium term investors with around      
10 years horizon, the currency risk is rather a question of timing.

These institutions believe successful exists and time will render the PE market to be more sophisticated. 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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MAIN DISCUSSION TOPICS & KEY COMMENTS (in Panel Order)

General views on investing in Turkey as compared to other emerging markets:

DEG has been investing in PEs over the last twenty years with a young Turkey portfolio. DEG has seen 
strong growth in its PE portfolio last decade. 80 of their 111 funds have seen their first close in the last 
six years.

DEG is invested in Turkven 1 and 2, in Mediterra, in Crescent Capital, the renewable energy fund. They 
participated in the first closing of Taxim Capital this year. Regionally, they invested in two PE funds in 
Jordan and one PE fund in Lebanon in 2016. They also invested significantly in Central Europe and 
Russia. 

On a global scale, DEG portfolio generated a rough 10% return in IRR terms, and Turkey portfolio has 
done better than that. DEG would place Turkey, within the Asian region, in the first or second quartile. 

DEG is currently looking at a number of funds in Turkey and the region. Depending on the develop-
ments; the momentum, the conditions of LP community and macro conditions, they will be consider-
ing further investments in the next six months. They will be considering the final approvals of some 
funds, the first approvals of which have already been granted. 

Florian Münkle | Director Turkey / Middle East, DEG

The return of Turkey portfolio has been historically strong, with the impact of currency recently 

Chinese funds are outperforming the rest and returns of China & Southeast Asia sit in the top  quartile. 
Turkey could be placed in the second quartile in terms of returns. 

IFC’s core investment strategy is growth capital. They invest in funds investing in SMEs and midcaps 
with a higher focus mid-caps over the past two or three years. They started supporting venture capital 
funds as a strategy as well; IFC invested in five venture capital funds investing globally and two in 
Turkey. Their strategy is now focused in growth funds in SME & midcap and venture capital funds. 

Strategy to invest in Turkish equity venture capital is also becoming a theme recently.

In terms of regional allocation, Turkey and Russia have big investment pockets. IFC’s exposure to 
Poland is increasing with some exposure in North Africa. In the last twelve months, IFC has deployed 
a lot in Turkey. For the next six months, they will be mostly monitoring developments and selectively 
open for opportunities. 

Barış Gen | Regional Lead, Private Equity Funds, Europe, MENA, IFC
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EBRD started investing in Turkey only a couple of years ago when their region was expanded. 

They participated in the same PE fund raisings as mentioned by IFC and DEG. The venture capital 
investments constitute a smaller portion of their portfolio compared with PE funds. Moreover, they are 
invested in infrastructure funds – Meridiam which is an investor in PPP Hospitals. 

Half of their portfolio funds are start-up teams and first-time fund managers. They also invest in 
established fund managers.   

EBRD was ahead of the curve in terms of 2016 investments since they had committed for these fund 
raisings in 2015. They believe the prospects of a first time closer are valuable. 

EBRD’s Turkey portfolio is still too young and premature, hence doesn’t want to judge its return 
performance. 

EBRD is intending to look at every opportunity in the following months. The Bank has recently 
supported a start-up fund in Egypt which has been a successful first closing. The venture capital funds 
are an element of their potential investments as well. 

Karsten Sinner | Senior Banker, EBRD
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Analysis of how LPs tackle the political risk in Turkey:

These institutions are not the ideal benchmarks to demonstrate how the political risk in emerging 
markets is viewed by institutions since they are established to invest in emerging countries. 

Compared to all the countries that they invest in, Turkey is not at the higher end of the political risk 
spectrum. Yet, it is true that the perception of political risk has increased. 

On the other hand, the currency risk becomes more important during the investment process and 
raises many questions. 

The stability of the system and political risk gain importance during the exits. 

IFC believes that the fundamental strengths of Turkey are sustaining and Turkey will revert to 5% 
annual growth trajectory in the long run. 

It helps IFC to have a big team in Istanbul in order to understand and focus on country’s dynamics.   

Barış Gen | Regional Lead, Private Equity Funds, Europe, MENA, IFC

What does DEG look for in the fund managers’ pitch and narrative in order to manage the political risk?

They are active in Middle East and Africa the ratings of which are much lower. Turkey is still one of the 
better markets, DEG believes the country has a bright future. 

When it comes to fund manager selection, the political risk is not the decisive element. In total, it 
should be a convincing story and an interactive team with a track record. 

DEG has recently reviewed its portfolio to determine the key success and risk factors. The political risk 
is one of the key rmacro factors but it is one of the many risk factors. Unless it gets killing, DEG will 
take a holistic look and consider the opportunities at hand. 

Florian Münkle | Director Turkey / Middle East, DEG

EBRD’s geography is much smaller, so they are committed to the countries they are committed with 
limited shifting opportunities. 

Political risk is a vague term and at huge variety. On EBRD side, there is high level of decision in which 
countries they are operating in and then to more individual parts; currency, legal system and predict-
ability in the long term. 

There is a European and North American bias in terms of political risk, yet it is necessary to be mindful 
of the past but an assessment of the present is also needed.    

Karsten Sinner | Senior Banker, EBRD
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Analysis of how LPs deal with the currency risk in Turkey:

The impact of currency on the returns could be negative or positive depending on the way you 
entered a fund. The currency may have a much severe impact on margin and multiple expansion 
compared with operational or leveraging impact.

IFC usually does not hedge local currency equity investments. In general, the expectation from the 
fund managers is to do their best in managing risk by following a few strategies; (i) awareness of the 
risk, and (ii) diversification. 

PE investments have a longer investments horizon compared with public markets, usually ten years. 
There is an opportunity to seek for the right time to exit.  

Barış Gen | Regional Lead, Private Equity Funds, Europe, MENA, IFC

DEG is globally active as well with an investment universe similar to IFC. 

The definitive path of international currencies is unknown to all institutions and companies at the end 
of the day. Hence, the currency impact does not have a changing impact on DEG’s communications to 
fund managers. The currency risk may be minimized, yet it is to reside in these markets.  

Florian Münkle | Director Turkey / Middle East, DEG

Currency risk and dollarized returns puts a lot of stress on the teams and the system from the fund 
manager perspective. From an institutional perspective, is EBRD willing and able to re-up based on 
local currency returns??

EBRD looks at EUR based returns rather than USD based returns. It is a question of timing rather than 
a question of valuation. 

The currency risk is there and we have to live with it. The returns should not be assessed in local 
currencies. Yet, the currency risk would be considered in an investment and re-up decision. If an 
unforeseeable devaluation takes place in a particular country and investment, that would be taken 
into consideration.  

Karsten Sinner | Senior Banker, EBRD
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What are the most important factors that LPs consider in their fund manager selection process?

A team with complementary skills, principal investment experience given that there is PE activity in 
Turkey for the last fifteen years,  and an attractive strategy that makes sense and coherent with 
market realities.  This strategy should also match IFC’s strategy. 

Barış Gen | Regional Lead, Private Equity Funds, Europe, MENA, IFC

DEG identifies that first time fund managers should be looked into in detail in order to turn out as a 
risk factor. 

DEG has been doing first time funds in the past, and they will be doing in the future as well, yet to a 
lower extent probably.   

Florian Münkle | Director Turkey / Middle East, DEG

EBRD seeks personal commitment if they are backing up first time team with no experience. 

Karsten Sinner | Senior Banker, EBRD

Based on current mappings or deal quality, what do you expect from
Turkey in terms of 2017 and 2018 vintage fund closing?  

IFC continues to see new proposals and they continue looking at them 

IFC would be encouraged to see more activity on the venture capital side. IFC now has a startup 
catalyst program enveloped to invest in accelerators. They might be investing in an accelerator in 
Turkey as well. 

New fund raisings are more likely after 2H17.

Nevertheless, IFC will be monitoring the opportunities. 

Barış Gen | Regional Lead, Private Equity Funds, Europe, MENA, IFC

DEG has been doing a lot of transaction over the past six months in debt investments as well in Turkey 
so DEG may not be participating in a first close in the next six months.

Nevertheless, DEG will be monitoring the opportunities. 

Florian Münkle | Director Turkey / Middle East, DEG
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Similar to other LPs, EBRD has been very active this year. 

Until a new big fund raising wave comes along, 2017 may be quieter. New raisings are more likely in 
2H17 and 2018.

Karsten Sinner | Senior Banker, EBRD

What Turkey would require as market to be fully mature in terms 
PE and venture capital in less than five words?

Few more good exits.

Barış Gen | Regional Lead, Private Equity Funds, Europe, MENA, IFC

Good exits to improve the climate. 

Florian Münkle | Director Turkey / Middle East, DEG

One word answer would be time. 

Karsten Sinner | Senior Banker, EBRD

These LPs are development financial institutions and are motivated to invest in emerging markets for 
the sake of development and democracy. Furthermore, they are established to invest in emerging 
markets regardless of the political and currency risks. 

Undeniably, there are political issues ongoing in Turkey, in MENA, CIS & Russia region. But the              
institutional investors sometimes forget that this is not a macro business, yet a micro business.

After the Brexit and US elections, it is hard to confine political risk and currency risk only to emerging 
markets. The notion that the emerging markets are generally risky and the developed markets are 
safe is out of the window. Political and currency risks are pretty much everywhere.

Robert van Zwieten | President & Chief Executive O�cer, EMPEA

RECAP
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What to expect from post US elections regarding emerging markets, what is happening in Washington DC? 

Dr. Burak Küntay | The President of the School of Government and Leadership and Founding 
President of the American Studies Center, Bahçeşehir University

The latest presidential election in USA is the first election in which the candidate to be chosen has 
mattered. This is the passage from an era of predictability to unpredictability in the US history.

Mr. Trump’s speeches during the campaign and afterwards on the same topics have rather changed; 
putting ambiguousness on his future actions as the President of USA.

The stability of his actions as the President will be important for sustainability of USA in terms of 
social, political and economic reforms and recovery.

On top of the unpredictability which may continue during the Presidency of Trump for the US, the 
region features a lot of unpredictability as well implied by the conflict between Iran, Iraq, Russia and 
Syria right at the southern border of Turkey and in the middle of other emerging markets.

However, the unpredictability in the emerging markets and in this region could be halted by the     
President of USA. 

One other problematic issue regarding the emerging markets is the uprising populism and the radical-
ism in the world politics. Many countries are moving politically in the far right or far left which cuts an 
important edge between the countries’ political and economic decision making process. As a result, 
the investments are allocated internally. 

INTERVIEW WITH ROBERT VAN ZWIETEN & BURAK KÜNTAY

Moderated by Barış ÖNEY, Founder and Managing Partner of Globalturk Capital 
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The message we like to see from Trump Administration is stability. Once they are settled with their strategies for 
USA, then conflicts in our region may reach to a stabilization? 

Dr. Burak Küntay | The President of the School of Government and Leadership and Founding 
President of the American Studies Center, Bahçeşehir University

The geography in which Turkey is located has never been stable and a stabilization may never take 
place. Yet, the size of the economic activity and investments have grown tremendously over the past 
decade despite many economic and geo-political problems. For example the number of foreign 
capital firms have increased over the last decade from 5,000 to 50,000. Therefore investment                
opportunities will always exist. 

Robert van Zwieten  | President & Chief Executive O�cer, EMPEA 

The only predictable aspect of Mr. Trump is his unpredictability. 

EMPEA recently published an article about the implications of Trump Administration on private equity 
private capital in terms of the international economics, the trade and climate change etc.

The major trend globally is the radical shift to populism and political dislocation. Tremendous mone-
tary easing in Japan, Europe, and USA has hastened dislocations in the markets and income inequali-
ty. This situation has given rise to political dislocations and recent developments in UK, USA and 
numerous European countries such as Italy and Austria. 

FED is rising interest rates and USD is appreciating quickly. The gist of the matter is that we move 
from a reliance on monetary policy to a reliance on fiscal activism to help drive the economy. When 
the Trump Administration will start spending on infrastructure and defense, it is to strain the nearly 
full employee labor market and it will rise foster inflation. This is likely to trigger more monetary tight-
ening and further appreciation of USD, which in turn may result . This may lead toin a general pum-
meling of emerging market currencies and markets.  

Barış ÖNEY  | Founder and Managing Partner of Globalturk Capital  

The micro matters rather than the macro in terms of investment context. Private capital will always 
find its way through even in adverse times. Funds invest in companies and projects not in the        
countries. 
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Dr. Burak Küntay | The President of the School of Government and Leadership and Founding 
President of the American Studies Center, Bahçeşehir University

Bahçeşehir Group will invest US$270 million in Turkey over the next five years. They have examined 
investment feasibilities in Turkey and other potential markets – i.e. Europe or Middle East; yet they 
chose to invest in Turkey because they believed it to be more feasible and profitable. 

Barış ÖNEY  | Founder and Managing Partner of Globalturk Capital  

Once January 20th is reached at and once Trump is in the o�ce, I believe some stabilization is likely to 
be attained. 

Robert van Zwieten  | President & Chief Executive O�cer, EMPEA 

Emerging market capitals business is a micro business not a macro business.

There will always be some level of instability, yet the question is whether Trump Administration will 
increase it or decrease it. 

Two thirds of the global population lives in emerging countries, and nearly two thirds of global GDP 
unfolds in emerging markets. It is inevitable for institutional investors to look into emerging markets 
and into private markets in these emerging markets.

In 2010, consumption in emerging markets stood at US$12 trillion whereas today it stood at US$34 
trillion. For this reason, LPs want to be exposed to consumer goods & services, healthcare, education 
and infrastructure projects. 
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GP PANEL HIGLIGHTS

There will always be a currency risk and other risks in emerging markets, but ultimately investments in good        
companies and exists will take place no matter what the circumstances are.

US elections and Brexit may not influence investments much since we are not in a period in which only the West  
dominates them.

Global investors do have the experience and patience to wait for the true results. 

Biggest frustrations of GPs in Turkey are valuations and sellers’ price expectations. In other countries, GPs start with 
smaller valuation gaps that increases the probability of transactions.

South-South cross border acquisitions and transactions between emerging markets themselves have become 
important in recent years, where it is no longer the case where western companies acquire emerging market 
companies.

It is very important to motivate Turkish businesses that they can go abroad, do the acquisitions and grow outside 
of Turkey. Both the funds and the skill sets are available. The Government could also play a crucial role for this to 
motivate the SMEs along this path.

There is at least US$2 billion of capital which has been recently raised or in the process of raising to be invested       
in Turkey.

Significant fund raisings and first time IPO exits have happenned in 2016, which are very encouraging.

To attract large sums of funds, regional fund management companies have a better chance.

Turkish SMEs will increase their chances of raising growth capital from PEs if they merge or acquire each other first.

Turkey is one of the largest SME sectors in the region. It is very dynamic, largely undercapitalized – it needs more 
equity and investments but the outlook is tremendous. Turkey has all what all international investors are looking for. 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Moderated by Barış ÖNEY, Founder and Managing Partner of Globalturk Capital 

Barış Öney introduced the panelists as follows:

Seymur is a pioneer in the Turkish Private Equity Industry. He had the courage to initiate his first time fund raising with 
a first time team back in 1998 and managed to close the first ever private equity fund from international sources in 2000. 
As far as I can remember it was a $40 million fund with a co-investment commitment at an equal amount. 

After a very successful first time fund, he led Turkven to have numerous rounds of fund raisings over the last 16 years, 
and with his last fund raising of close to a billion USD, Turkven now has US$2.2 billion of Assets under Management.    
They have invested into many companies and exited from many to date. 

I also would like to thank Seymur very much, for his invaluable and sincere support to our event, which allowed us to 
build much more on the success of our last year’s event. 

Seymur Tarı | Co-Founder and CEO of Turkven

Anthony has been with ADM for the past 11 years and is a Partner and CIO of ADM Capital Europe LLP. He is also a 
member of ADM Capital’s European Investment Advisory Committee. He has more than 20+ years of experience in    
managing equity and equity related structured products for Asia, Japan, Australia, Turkey and its environs. And has been 
active in Turkey for 10 years as far as I can remember.

Anthony Stalker | Partner & CIO, ADM Capital

Omar is the Managing Director at the Abraaj Group with more than 16 years of private equity and consulting experience. 
He has been focusing into the firm’s Turkey and Central Asian investments. Abraaj has made some of the most notable 
private equity transactions and some of the most remarkable exits in Turkey. Most recently Abraaj, just after the coup 
attempt, has managed to close a US$526 million Turkey fund.

Omar Syed | Managing Director, The Abraaj Group
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Murat brings over 20 years of global private equity experience to our panel, who has worked in the U.S., Europe, Israel 
and Turkey in the private equity industry. He has been leading Mediterra for the last 5 years successfully with invest-
ments and exits. Most recent exit Mediterra made was through a stock market exit for the first time in Turkey, which he’ll 
tell you more about it today.

Murat Erkurt | Co-founder and Managing Partner of Mediterra

Murat has more than 23 years of professional experience where 14 years of it is in private equity. He is among the 
pioneers in the development of the private equity industry in Turkey focusing into mid-market in Turkey. Since their 
establishment in 2000-2001 they have very successfully invested in 17 companies and exited from 11. 

A. Murat Özgen | CEO of İş Private Equity

Colin has been very active in the private equity industry for more than 14 years of his 20 years of professional career.    
He worked in Citi Venture Capital International with main responsibilities across CEE and Turkey.

When the Citi Team spun out and joined the Rohatyn Group in 2013, Colin took over not only the Group’s investment 
activity in the CEE region and in Turkey but also became responsible from Russia, CIS and the MENA regions. 

Colin Clark | Managing Director and Head of CEE, Turkey and MENA, Rohatyn Group

And a bit about myself: I am the Founder and Managing Partner of Globalturk Capital for the last 6 years working in 
Turkey and other emerging markets. I’ve been working in the investment banking, corporate finance advisory and invest-
ment management areas since 1994 encompassing TSKB, Yapı Kredi Yatırım and Deloitte among other roles, lead man-
aging many IPOs and M&A transactions with PEs and strategics. And in Globalturk Capital co-investing in companies 
primarily with PE managers.

I also represent SEAF in Turkey

Barış ÖNEY | Founder and Managing Partner of Globalturk Capital 
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Analysis of recent GP activities and their investments in Turkey:

Turkven invested US$5 billion in the last 16 years. Turkven has been very active in 2012-14 with US$1 
billion investments. They are very excited about 2017, which they believe will be a promising year. 
Once the referendum is done, there will be a lot of investment opportunities. 

Seymur Tarı | CEO / Founder, Turkven 

ADM states that there has been a dramatic and steady TL devaluation since 2005 when ADM started 
investing in Turkey, yet there always have been exits.

There will always be a currency risk and other risks in emerging markets, but ultimately investments 
in good companies and exists will take place no matter what the circumstances are.

ADM Capital closed a deal on July 17th.  

Anthony Stalker | Partner and Chief Investment O�cer, ADM Capital

Abraaj recently closed the raising of US$526 million funds for Turkey. This was a first since up until 
now Abraaj invested Turkey through its regional funds. 

Abraaj invests across the south-south corridor; including Latin America, Sub-Sharan Africa, MENA, 
and Asia excluding China. They have a global perspective as a private equity, yet Turkey is a core 
market for them since 2007. 

Abraaj invested close to US$500 million in Turkey from its set of investments from the regional fund 
with returns close to US$1 billion. They started fund raising in 2014 when there were a lot of head-
winds. 

Turkey will always be hot in terms of politics, yet the opportunities are immense. Urbanization as well 
as growing consumer spending is an attractive story not just for Turkey but for the whole emerging 
region. 

Abraaj closed down a fund raising in 2016 and realized two transactions. Abraaj acquired a minority 
stake of Hepsiburada in which they achieved exceptional growth rate despite the coup attempt. They 
closed Fibabank and they are close at signing their third deal.

US elections and Brexit don’t influence them much. Abraaj sold the largest electric utility business in 
Karachi (providing electricity to 20 million people) to a Chinese company for US$2 billion with a    
US$9 billion CAPEX program. There are major multi-players such as China, India etc. 

Omar Syed | Managing Director, Turkey & Central Asia, The Abraaj Group 
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Mediterra was established five years ago to invest in mid-market companies in Turkey. 

Mediterra fully invested EUR165 million amount of first fund in 8 deals in 4 years. They have so far 
made a single deal in the second fund. 

Overall; they made nine deals in the last five years and nine add-on acquisitions; hence eighteen deals 
in total. They did two exits (one two years ago with 2x EUR money-multiple and Logo in 2016) and 
they have given five co-invests in their nine deals. 

Mediterra invested in Logo (tax accounting software company) less than four years ago. During the 
investment period, the revenues and net income were increased respectively by five holds and six 
folds. Logo acquired seven companies and did two joint ventures. It was a first time exit at the stock 
exchange. Back in September, US$134 million worth of Logo stock was sold to 14 institutional               
investors in Europe and USA. Mediterra sold 80% of its stake as well. 

Murat Erkurt | Co-founder and Managing Partner, Mediterra 

Rohatyn Group is an emerging market focused global asset management group investing through 
private equity, private credit and liquid strategies. In Turkey, most of their experience comes from 
private equity. 

They are invested in Beymen, Boyner, YKM and Oger Telecom. They partner up with local families to 
help them take the business to the next level. 

Rohatyn Group is also focused in internationalizing the company as a key di�erence. They don’t invest 
in Turkey-only funds. They work to create regional businesses rather than companies covering only 
one country. They invested US$500 million in 2005 in Turkey which they all exited.

Rohatyn Group focus in the business and they pay special attention to whom they team up with and 
choosing the right partner. In general, their experience with their local partners in Turkey has been 
very positive. 

Colin Clark | Managing Director and Head of CEE, Turkey, MENA, The Rohatyn Group 

Is Private Equity is a lower-mid market fund with a focus in growth equity. 

Is invested in 17 companies so far, 11 of which they have exited. The latest exit was Aras Kargo deal in 
2013. 

Is Private is a joint stock company and it is publicly listed at Istanbul Stock Exchange. As a local PE, 
they invest from their own balance sheet. Since 2013, they have done four investments. 

Since they are local fund with locally raised funds (either from Is Group or their outside shareholder 
TTGV), they have an advantage of not focusing in FX risks. On the other hand, lower-mid-sized 
companies may be more severely impacted from adverse conditions. 

The latest investment had been realized last year.

The cycles are so frequent it is di�cult to proceed on lower-mid-sized deals. Hence, they try to focus 
in fundamentals, and they are keener in putting in more equity rather than leverage. They currently 
pursue a 50-50 equity-leverage ratio in deals. Is Private tries to mitigate its portfolio risks by                
diversification and natural hedges.

A. Murat Özgen | CEO, Is Private Equity 
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LOGO YAZILIM VALUE CREATION AND EXIT by Murat Erkurt, Mediterra

Robust Financial Performance

Value Creation

Share Price History

43% IFRS revenue CAGR 2011 – 2015, 42% EBITDA margin in 2015.

Led 7 M&A transactions and established 2 JVs. 

International expansion via acquiring Total Soft SA in Romania, and establishing a JV in India as part of its strategy 
to become a regional player. 

Increased visibility by coordinating 10+ roadshows, built investor relations’ department and facilitated the initiation 
of equity research coverage.

Exit through Fully Marketed O�ering to institutional qualified investors

First internationally marketed deal in Turkey since November 2014. 
First ever private equity led exit to Turkish public markets. 
Shares were purchased by over 40+ investors, 85% of which international institutions.
The o�ering represents 5x MOIC in EUR terms.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Turkven has raised funds from private many LPs and DFIs. How are the LPs in general looking to 
Turkey and emerging market funds?

More experienced LPs assure Turkven that they should not be very negative on Turkey, since they have 
seen a lot of happening in Brazil and other markets. So it is rather a positive point of view. 

The growth rates are impressive in local currency. In the last three years, Koton, Flo, Mavi doubled in 
Turkish Lira and Medikal Park almost doubled. Hence, that is assuring for the LPs. A quarter of many 
of these companies’ sales are exports which provide a natural hedge.

Turkven plans to IPO one of their companies in London. The minimum o�ering size is about US$300 
million. This is important to demonstrate that a regional player could be built-up from Turkey. 

Global investors do have the experience and patience to wait for the true results. 

Seymur Tarı | CEO / Founder, Turkven 

Turkey is an SME market primarily. If you take out the first thousand companies, the rest are small 
sized companies. SMEs in the same sector should merge to become sizeable for GP investments.    
And LPs will invest more easily in GPs. 

Turkey’s position is di�cult to be clustered with other countries in the region. 

Turkish businesses are becoming more and more global. 

Barış ÖNEY | Founder and Managing Partner of Globalturk Capital 

Emerging markets are relevant and they will be driving the growth. The biggest challenge is that most 
of the funds raised in this region is through DFI. 

USA is the largest pool of funds. On the other hand; major US funds do not have the time to invest less 
than US$500 million, yet they do not want to invest US$500 million in Turkey. They want a global 
solution that allows them to look across the emerging markets. 

Omar Syed | Managing Director, Turkey & Central Asia, The Abraaj Group 
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Views of GPs in Turkish companies becoming regional and active abroad: 

Five years ago, the consumer growth driven by retail shopping centers had peaked. If you invested in 
retail consumer growth story you would have made great returns. However, high growth is required 
when there is currency devaluation and you may start to move the growth strategy abroad. 

Turkey has historically been an outward looking nation doing business abroad in addition to just 
exports. It is an advantage over other emerging markets. 

Many countries only have the export leg, while Turkey has everything together to drive strong returns.

It is an SME driven economy, yet the SMEs are likely to grow abroad as well creating investment 
opportunities.

Anthony Stalker | Partner and Chief Investment O�cer, ADM Capital

How are Turkish businesses as compared to others in your region? 

Turkish businesses are not acquisitive growth oriented.
There are only few examples, do you think that it will continue? 

Mediterra looked for acquisitions in Poland, Romania and Greece for Logo, as a rare example of 
acquisitive growth oriented Turkish company. 

Mediterra’s key strategy is to find companies in Turkey that can be expanded through acquisitions to 
become regional players. That’s both an expansion and diversification strategy. 

Mediterra’s second choice is that it should be organically exporting company.

Murat Erkurt | Co-founder and Managing Partner, Mediterra 

In terms of how Turkish businesses are compared to others, Rohatyn Group compares Turkey with 
Central Eastern Europe and MENA. 

Biggest frustrations of GPs in Turkey are valuations and sellers’ price expectations. In other countries, 
GPs start with smaller valuation gaps that increases the probability of the transaction.

Rohatyn Group prefers to connect di�erent companies in di�erent markets. 

Colin Clark | Managing Director and Head of CEE, Turkey, MENA, The Rohatyn Group 
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How do you deal with valuations and what are the challenges with Turkish entrepreneurs?

It is critical to align interests with the founders and entrepreneurs. Is Private does earn-outs, 
claw-backs and upside sharing to adjust returns.

Is Private doesn’t make 100% buy-outs, hence they need the entrepreneurs until the exit. 

Valuation has not been a very critical issue for them so far since lower-mid market is not very crowd-
ed. Furthermore, Is Private has a solid track record, an experienced team and advantages of being a 
local player.  

A. Murat Özgen | CEO, Is Private Equity 

It is an interesting time for a dollar investor to be in Turkey. There are interesting opportunities in 
mid-market companies which are looking to expand. Valuations have become much more reasonable. 
Given that less GPs are going to invest in the coming year, that poses an opportunity. 

Key mind shift is that, a lot of businesses are looking to go out of Turkey. That is how Abraaj Group 
di�erentiates by being a global player.  

Omar Syed | Managing Director, Turkey & Central Asia, The Abraaj Group 

Last views and comments: 

Turkish companies should show the courage to lead to international businesses.

Seymur Tarı | CEO / Founder, Turkven 

Turkey has a large dynamic economy, cross roads in the world and a lot of young entrepreneur talents 
in Turkey. Hence, The Rohatyn Group believes in the long term fundamentals of the country.  

Colin Clark | Managing Director and Head of CEE, Turkey, MENA, The Rohatyn Group 

Mediterra has a dry powder to invest in the next five years. They plan to make eight acquisitions over 
the next four years. They hope to expand to Europe with these investee companies to make them 
regional champions. 

Murat Erkurt | Co-founder and Managing Partner, Mediterra 
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Is Private Equity is a local group and will continue to invest in Turkey. 

A. Murat Özgen | CEO, Is Private Equity 

One of the largest SME sectors in the region. It is very dynamic, largely undercapitalized – it needs 
more equity and investments but the outlook is tremendous. 

Turkey has all what all international investors are looking for. 

Anthony Stalker | Partner and Chief Investment O�cer, ADM Capital

Abraaj Group is committed to Turkey with more than ten years of existence. We have a fund in Turkey 
in which Abraaj Group investing. They have done two deals and they plan to do five more. It is a core 
market for Abraaj driven by SMEs which o�ers opportunities.

Omar Syed | Managing Director, Turkey & Central Asia, The Abraaj Group 

Turkven’s target is to have the first London IPO of the portfolio company in the next year. Within the 
next two years, Turkven plans to invest another billion dollars with its investors. 

Seymur Tarı | CEO / Founder, Turkven 
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RECAP

It is encouraging that the PEs have significant sources of funds for investments.

Despite the failed coup attempt in July, a number of sizeable deals have been closed and Abraaj     
Capital, Mediterra completed its first fund raising for Turkey at US$526 million and US$160 million 
respectively among others.

South-South cross border acquisitions and transactions between emerging markets themselves have 
become important in recent years, where it is no longer the case where western companies acquire 
emerging market companies. Therefore the impact of U.S. elections and Brexit (i.e. developments in 
Western world) will likely to have less impact as compared to a decade ago. 

Despite the instabilities in Turkey and the region, there are immense opportunities.

Turkish businesses are not acquisitive growth oriented. The GPs have to spend a lot of time and 
energy for them to be able to acquire since most Turkish companies do not have the required M&A 
skills.

There are a lot of European and US SMEs that would consider Turkish entrepreneurs favorably. With 
the support of GPs, Turkish SMEs may become regional via acquiring foreign companies in the US and 
Europe.

It is very important to motivate Turkish businesses that they can go abroad, do the acquisitions and 
grow outside of Turkey. Both the funds and the skill sets are available. The Government could also play 
a crucial role for this to motivate the SMEs along this path.

There is at least $2 billion of capital which has been recently raised or in the process of being raised 
for investments in Turkey.

Despite the challenges that lies ahead, all messages for Turkey so far have been quite positive.

FDI comes to Turkey mostly through M&As. There are more than 250 M&As each year in Turkey       
starting with 2011 while the average annual number of cross border M&As stand at 110. 

26% of total M&A investments in 2007-2015 are realized by private equity investors. Considering the 
indirect private equity as well, that percentage increases up to 62% of all cross border M&As.

Barış ÖNEY | Founder and Managing Partner of Globalturk Capital 
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PE Driven ( Indirect ) M&As In Turkey (2007-2015)
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Mehmet Şimşek | Deputy Prime Minister, Republic of Turkey

As we are probably close to the bottom of the downturn, it is important to talk about growth prospects. There are 
a number constraints on growth in the short term; unfavourable global backdrop (global monetary tightening and 
rising oil prices) and domestic political uncertainty. In 2017, the clarity on political side will be supportive of growth. 

The constitutional reform currently at the Parliament will pave the way for implementation of structural reforms 
which are the only policy tool to put Turkey back on high growth trajectory of 5-6%. Turkey delivered 7% real GDP 
growth per year between 2002-2007 period and 5% in the era including the financial crises, which is still a                 
respectable growth figure. Turkey needs to go back to 5% growth path, which is doable yet requires e�orts. 

The constitutional amendments will ensure stability in administration (i.e. no more coalition governments) and fairer 
representation (reduction in the 10% threshold for representation at the Parliament).

The current constitution does hold the President accountable and responsible, yet we do have a elected President 
since 2007 hence it is important that he is accountable through a transparent process. The Parliament will continue 
to be the only source of legislation but also the center of auditing of executive branch. This system is in line with 
global best practices and norms. The constitutional amendments will not only provide clarity on the political side 
but also will prevent Turkey to going into a major political crises in the long term. Hence, these amendments are 
market positive for investors and brings optimism for growth momentum of 2H17. 

There is a fairly comprehensive and long-standing reform program on the way ranging from speeding up the justice 
system to enhancing quality of education, from enhancing labor market flexibility to public finance – i.e. tax reform 
– and public administration reform. 

These reforms are important because the quality of growth matters. Growth has largely been driven by domestic 
consumption in the recent years, implying low savings and heavy reliance on external savings. That leaves Turkey at 
the mercy of risk appetite. Reforms that are supportive of boosting domestic savings, increasing productivity and 
enhancing competitiveness are essential for achieving sustainable high growth. 

Major reforms had been realized in 2016; (i) R&D reform at the beginning of the year, and (ii) in the third quarter the 
patent law cleared at the Parliament. More R&D incentives are provided with this reform, and all the components of 
the ecosystem will be put in place. Last few years, incentives were provided for venture capital investments (i.e. 
angel investors) and required legislation was prepared. The State-owned Turkish development Bank is being 
restructured to support high-tech startups. Once the constitutional amendments are out of the way, the remaining 
components of an ecosystem supportive of high-tech start-ups and innovation driven economy can be put in place 
including the adoption of crowdfunding legislation.

In May, the labor market reform (excluding severance pay) was pushed through the Parliament which provides some 
flexibility. Allowing creation of temporary employment agencies to enable the employers to hire from this agency 
without a direct fixed contract. The reform also eased restrictions on part-time working. Turkish people work on 
average 49 hours per week, which the highest among the OECD countries. On average 40 hours working per week 
roughly implies 20% more employment. Yet, hiring and firing in Turkey is expensive mostly due to severance pay. 
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Turkey has gone through a 
tough episode, yet the worst 
is probably over. These are 

the times when the valuations 
appear attractive.  

Severence pay reform remains on government’s proposed agenda for 2017. In the new system, a private pension 
type fund is set up in which each employee is to have an account. The defined severance pay will be paid into this 
account and managed professionally. This system will also boost savings that could be channelled to long term 
investments. 

One fourth of Turkish population is below the age of fourteen and that requires not only access to education but 
higher quality of education. The education reform which is underway includes teacher training, performance 
measurement, school based budgeting and increasing share of private sector to improve the quality. One full year 
of language education after the first four years of education is being planned.

The budget heavily relies on indirect taxes. Draft tax reform bell as well is currently at the Parliament. Public finance 
reform, including the tax reform and new tax procedure code, will help to broden the tax base, combat informal 
economic activity and simplify legislation. 

The judicial reform includes establishment of regional appeal courts (done), modern arbitration and specialist 
courts. The regional final appeal courts were introduced in July to speed up the judiciary system. 80% of all cases  
will be resolved at the regional level. The expert witness system was also referred in October. Legislation on modern 
arbitration and specialist courts likely to be introduced in the first half of 2017.

Turkey’s productivity and competitiveness is likely to rise thanks to   
implementation of these reforms. Turkey’s macroeconomic fundamentals 
remain strong; favorable demographics, the entrepreneurship skills, 
favorable    geography, and a sizable domestic market.

Turkey ultimately needs EU to enhance the rule of law and democracy and 
to improve the quality of institutions.    EU needs Turkey as well. Turkey is 
ultimately committed to expanding the Customs Union with EU to include 
services, agriculture and public procurement. It could increase trade 
volume between Turkey and EU from around US$150 billion to US$300 
billion. 

Turkey is likely to be less a�ected from the potential protective                
tendencies of USA’s new administration since USA doesn’t count much in 
its trade volume. Turkey is in the process of concluding a free trade deal 
with GCC countries.   

Finally, Turkey isn’t a crowded trade, valuations appear attractive. Turkey has gone through a tough episode, yet the 
worst is probably over. Turkey has a huge potential and demonstrated that this potential can be achieved. Turkey is 
one of the few countries that can achieve high income country status with the help of structural reforms.                      
It continues to o�er strong long-term value. 
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BIOGRAPHIES 

Mehmet Şimşek serves as a Deputy Prime Minister for economic a�airs. He 
previously served as the Minister of Finance (2009-15), and as the Minister of 
Economy (2007-09).

Mr. Şimşek has formulated fiscal policy which has helped Turkey recover 
strongly from the global financial crisis. He has also undertaken far reaching 
reforms including simplification of tax regulations, enhancing taxpayers’ rights, 
and combatting shadow economy. Before entering politics, he worked for 
Merrill Lynch in London for seven years as an economist and strategist, and 
later on as the head of Fixed Income Strategy and Macroeconomic Research 
for the emerging EMEA region. Mr Şimşek holds a B.S. in Economics from 
Ankara University, and an M.Phil degree in Finance and Investments from 
Exeter University, UK.

Mr Şimşek, who was born in 1967 in a small village in Batman, is married, and has twin girls, and a boy. He is fluent in 
Turkish, English and Kurdish. DPM Şimşek was nominated as one of the 500 most powerful people on the planet by 
Foreign Policy in 2013, and awarded as the "Finance Minister of the Year for Emerging Europe 2013" by Emerging 
Markets magazine.

Mehmet Şimşek | Deputy Prime Minister

President of the World Association of Investment Promotion Agencies 
(WAIPA), President of the Investment Support and Promotion Agency of 
Turkey (ISPAT), Arda Ermut started his professional career at the Prime Minis-
try of Turkey in 2005, working as a Media and Public Relations Consultant at 
the Prime Ministry o�ce in Istanbul. 

He took over the position of Project Director with the establishment of ISPAT in 
2007 under the auspices of the Prime Ministry, and progressed through various 
leadership roles at the Agency. Following his promotion to the position of 
‘Chief Project Director’ in 2010, he led teams in charge of the Middle East and 
Southeast Asia regions. 

Prior to his appointment as President, Mr. Ermut held the ‘Senior Advisor to the 
President’ and ‘Vice President’ titles and was serving as the head of the 
Public-Private Partnership Department at ISPAT.  By taking the helm at ISPAT, Arda Ermut also assumed the Presidency 
of the World Association of Investment Promotion Agencies (WAIPA), the umbrella organization that covers 170 national 
and regional investment promotion agencies from 130 countries. Mr. Ermut is a Board Member of the airline company, 
SunExpress. He holds a BA degree in Political Science and International Relations from Bogazici University and is fluent 
in English.

Arda Ermut | President, The Investment Support and Promotion Agency of Turkey (ISPAT)
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Burak Küntay was born in Ankara in 1979. After graduating from İstek Founda-
tion’s Bilge Kagan High School he moved to the United States for his B.A. 
degree. He received his B.A. degree from Florida Atlantic University on Political 
Science and his M.A. degree on International Relations from the same Universi-
ty. He received a PhD degree on Political Science and International Relations. 
He has pursued academic studies on various subjects but especially on Ameri-
can government system, U.S. foreign policy and the Middle East politics. After 
interning in the o�ce of U.S. Senator Bill Nelson he worked as a member of the 
Board of Trustee and Foundation Council at Florida Atlantic University.

Burak Küntay is the President of the School of Government and Leadership and 
Founding President of the American Studies Center of Bahçeşehir University. 
Besides being a faculty member of the Department of Political Science and 
International Relations, he is the Dean of the Graduate School of Social Scienc-
es. He is also an advisor to the President of the University.

He is also a foreign policy advisor of NTV and a columnist at Hürriyet daily news. He is a board member of Ameri-
can-Turkish Council (ATC) and the Chairman of Education Committee of ATC. He is also a member of the executive 
committees of Turkey-U.S. Business Council (TAIK), Turkey-Canada Business Council and Turkey-Central America and 
Caribbean Business Council, which are all part of Foreign Economic Relations Board (DEIK).

Dr. Burak Küntay | The President of the School of Government and Leadership and Founding President of
the American Studies Center, Bahçeşehir University
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ORGANIZERS

Barış Öney has over 29 years of worldwide and diverse experience in pre and 
post investment management, M&As, IPOs and strategic advisory as a CEO, 
CFO, board member/advisor, investment banker, corporate finance advisor, 
strategic/international business development manager and as a project man-
ager and engineer.

As the Founder and Managing Partner of Globalturk Capital, he has been 
acting as a venture partner for Turkish companies in capital raising from private 
equity investors or strategic buyers and staying as a co-investor in companies 
after the investments are realized. He has further managed more than 100 
cross-border M&A, private equity, IPO, privatization, due diligence and valua-
tion projects on the sell and buy side for clients, both large conglomerates and 
small to mid-market companies. Prior to establishing Globalturk Capital, his 
assignments covered setting up and/or managing investment banking/corpo-
rate finance advisory practices in three of the most renowned financial institutions in Turkey: Deloitte (Partner), Yapi 
Kredi Yatirim (acting AGM) and TSKB (Director), and the strategic /international business development – M&A Depart-
ment of the Turkcell Group (Group Head).

He also managed a private equity investee company in the mobile marketing sector, as the CEO and CFO/M&A executive 
and acted as a project manager, project engineer and advisor in numerous projects in the oil and gas and chemicals 
sector i.e. P&G, Fluor Daniel, TPAO and Genel Energy.

Barış Öney holds a MSc. Degree from the U. of Texas at Austin (1989) as a Fulbright scholar; a BSc. Degree from the 
Middle East Technical University (1984); and a Corporate Finance Diploma from The Institute of Chartered Accountants 
in England & Wales – ICAEW (2007).  He further holds a Management and Corporate Finance Certificates from the 
University of Tulsa (1990) and the New York Institute of Finance (1995). He is a graduate from TED Ankara Koleji in 1980.
Apart from his Board Membership at Tempo Call Center and Sistem 9 Medya Digital Signage Company, Barış Öney 
currently serves at the Executive and Advisory Boards of TUBİSAD, DEİK - TAİK, KİD, ENDEAVOUR and EMPEA CEE/CIS 
Council.

Barış Öney  | Founder and Managing Partner of Globalturk Capital

Robert provides overall strategic leadership of EMPEA and oversees the 
continuous expansion of value to existing and prospective members and the 
organization’s work to develop the asset class globally.

Prior to EMPEA, Robert was the Asian Development Bank’s Director of Private 
Sector Capital Markets, based in Manila, Philippines, responsible for origination 
and structuring of US$2.5 billion in transactions and investments across 40 
Asian emerging and frontier markets. Robert oversaw ADB's US$1 billion in 
private equity investments deployed in 47 funds. He pioneered three new 
private equity funds and two new non-bank financial institutions, raising close 
to US$1 billion in third-party capital commitments.

Previously, Robert served as Managing Director and COO for an Asia-focused 
hedge fund venture, and prior to that as Senior Executive Vice President and 

Robert van Zwieten  | President & Chief Executive O�cer, EMPEA
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LP PANELISTS
Panel Moderator: Baris Oney l Founder and Managing Partner of Globalturk Capital

Barış Gen is IFC’s Regional Lead covering investments in private equity funds 
in Europe, Middle East & North Africa from IFC's Istanbul Operations Center. He 
represents IFC on the advisory boards of Mediterra Capital, Foursan Capital, 
CapMan Russia and Abraaj North Africa. Previously he was with FIC’s Global 
Financial Markets Department, covering investments in financial institutions in 
Southeast Europe and Turkey, with a focus on equity investments. He holds a 
BSc in Economics from the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania and an 
MBA from London Business School, University of London.

IFC, a member of the World Bank Group, is the largest global development 
institution focused exclusively on the private sector. Working with private 
enterprises in more than 100 countries, we use our capital, expertise, and 
influence to help eliminate extreme poverty and promote shared prosperity. 
For more information, visit www.ifc.org. Emerging Markets magazine.

Barış Gen  | Regional Lead Private Equity Funds - Europe, Middle East & North Africa International
Finance Corporation (IFC)

Florian Münkle is DEG’s Director for Turkey and the Middle East. Florian heads 
DEG’s Istanbul o�ce and is responsible for all business origination in the region 
regarding corporates and funds, energy, infrastructure and financial sector 
clients. Prior to that, Florian worked in structured finance energy/infrastructure 
at DEG in Cologne/Germany and within corporate finance / M&A at KPMG

Florian Münkle  | Director Turkey / Middle East, DEG

CFO for the Singapore Exchange. His experience further includes roles as Senior Vice President, CAO and other leader-
ship positions with Lehman Brothers in New York; Managing Director and Global Treasurer with GE Energy in Atlanta; 
and Managing Director and Treasurer for GE Capital Asia-Pacific in Hong Kong during the Asian Financial Crisis. Earlier 
in his career he worked with ABN AMRO Bank in Amsterdam, Chicago and Singapore, and with Royal VOPAK in Rotter-
dam.

Robert currently serves on the Board of Trustees of International House of New York, and is a Member of the Board’s 
Investment Committee. He is also the Chairman of the Board of Music For Life International, Inc. Mr. van Zwieten earned 
an MBA from the University of Chicago Booth School of Business, holds JD and MA degrees from Leiden University in 
the Netherlands, and an LL.M. degree from Columbia University School of Law in New York. He is a citizen of both the 
Netherlands and the United States.
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GP PANELISTS

Karsten Sinner is a Senior Banker in EBRD's equity funds team.  He has respon-
sibility for investments in private equity funds in Turkey, the SEMED region 
(Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt, Jordan) and infrastructure across the entire EBRD 
geography.

He is currently based at the London HQ of the European Bank for Reconstruc-
tion and Development. Karsten is responsible for investments in infrastructure 
and renewables funds across the entire EBRD geography; as well as for invest-
ments in private equity funds in the SEMED countries (Jordan, Egypt, Tunisia 
and Morocco) and Turkey. In this capacity, he is a member of a number of Advi-
sory and Supervisory Boards and Investment Committees. Karsten's infrastruc-
ture experience encompasses roles as an investor, advisor, restructurer, risk 
manager, lender and portfolio manager.

Karsten Sinner  | Senior Banker, EBRD

Colin is an experienced private equity investor across many geographies.  
Colin’s private equity career started some 14 years ago when he joined Citi 
Venture Capital International (“CVCI”), the Emerging Markets private equity 
platform of Citigroup, where he became a partner and focused primarily on 
investing across CEE and Turkey.  In 2013, the CVCI team spun out of Citi and 
joined The Rohatyn Group (“TRG”), a leading Emerging Markets focused asset 
manager, at which point Colin took over all private investment activity across 
Central & Eastern Europe, Russia/CIS, Turkey, Middle East & Africa.  Colin has 
extensive experience working with both privately held and listed companies.  
Prior to joining CVCI, Colin originated and structured project finance transac-
tions for Citigroup across the CEEMEA region.  Prior to joining Citi, from 1996 
to 2000, he worked with Bank of Scotland in various positions in project 
finance and acquisition finance across Western Europe. 

Colin has a bachelor’s degree in Accountancy and Management from the University of Dundee, Scotland and is a quali-
fied Chartered Accountant and a member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland. 

Colin Clark  | Managing Director and Head of CEE, Turkey, MENA, The Rohatyn Group
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Murat Erkurt is a co-founder and Managing Partner of Mediterra and serves on 
the investment committee. Prior to founding Mediterra, he was a Managing 
Director in the Private Equity Division of Lehman Brothers. Murat Erkurt brings 
20 years of global private equity experience, having successfully invested in 
the US, UK, Spain, Germany, Denmark, Czech R., Israel and Turkey.

Murat Erkurt has an MBA from Columbia Business School, MSc in Mathematics 
from Imperial College, MSc in Electrical Engineering from Northeastern Univer-
sity and BSc in Electrical Engineering from Middle East Technical University. He 
serves on the Board of Directors of Logo Yazilim, Ugurlu Balik, Egemar, Soke 
Un and Mobiliz. He previously served on the Board of Directors of Mikro 
Odeme.

Murat Erkurt  | Co-founder and Managing Partner, Mediterra

Murat Özgen is the CEO of İş Private Equity (www.isprivateequity.com). 
Among the pioneers of development of private equity industry in Turkey, İş 
Private Equity is a generalist mid-market fund with a focus on growth equity 
and buy-out investments.  İş PE is the leading private equity house in its 
segment with a strong and consistent track record of 17 investments and 11 
exits in Turkey. Leveraging on its experience in Turkish PE market accumulated 
over the years, Is Private Equity invests in outstanding companies in a variety 
of sectors, which promise high growth potential driven by their unique 
competitive advantages. Is PE leads its portfolio companies with its proven 
value creation approach to deliver success stories.  Is PE’s main focus is on 
Retail, Consumer & Business Services, Healthcare, Education, Industrials and 
TMT sectors.

Murat Özgen has over 23 years of professional w orking experience; over 14 years of which is with İş Private Equity. In 
addition to his transactional experience, Murat Özgen has significant board level experience in portfolio companies and 
he is also an Investment Committee member of Is Private Equity. Before joining İş PE. Murat Özgen worked mainly in 
finance and banking industries at local and global institutions in Turkey and abroad; at Koçbank in İstanbul, Commerz-
bank AG in New York, and at Facility Group, Inc. in Atlanta.

A. Murat Özgen | CEO, İş Private Equity
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Anthony Stalker is a Partner and Chief Investment O�cer of ADM Capital 
Europe LLP and a member of ADM Capital's European Investment Advisory 
Committee. He joined ADM Capital in 2006 from Merrill Lynch where he spent 
11 years based in Asia. At Merrill Lynch, Anthony was a Managing Director 
responsible for the global distribution of all equity and equity related products, 
including cash equity sales, equity derivative sales, and structured products, 
for Asia, Japan and Australia. Since 2005 he has sourced deals and developed 
ADM Capital's expansion into Turkey, including the country's first private debt 
restructuring. Anthony holds an MA and BA from Cambridge University and a 
Masters of Business Administration from the University of California.

Anthony Stalker  | Partner and Chief Investment O�cer, ADM Capital

Turkven has assets under management of US$2.2 billion and is the leading 
private equity firm in Turkey. Seymur co-founded Turkven in 2000 and has led 
numerous deals for the firm. He was formerly with McKinsey & Company in 
Istanbul focusing on corporate portfolio strategy and at Caterpillar Inc. in 
Geneva as a product manager with responsibility for the EMEA & CIS regions. 
Seymur currently serves on the Boards of Medical Park, Ziylan, Mavi, Koton and 
Domino's.

Seymur Tarı  | CEO / Founder, Turkven

Omar Syed is a Managing Director at The Abraaj Group and has over 16 years 
of private equity and consulting experience. Mr. Syed is focused on developing 
the Firm’s operations in Turkey and Central Asia. Having joined The Abraaj 
Group in 2007, Mr. Syed was a part of the team that led the Abraaj Group’s first 
acquisition in Turkey, the Acıbadem Healthcare Group, as well as the most 
recent acquisition of the leading Turkish dairy player, Yörsan Group. He is the 
Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors of Yorsan Group.

Prior to joining Abraaj, Mr. Syed was a Vice President at American Capital, a 
publicly traded US private equity firm with over US$ 21 billion in assets under 
management. Mr. Syed spent six years at ACAS comprehensively developing 
his PE track record, transaction execution capabilities and portfolio manage-
ment skills, focusing on US mid-market buyouts, growth financing and financial 
restructurings with investments ranging from US$ 50 million to US$ 500 
million across various industries and sectors including industrial manufactur-
ing, engineering and construction, transportation and logistics, consumer 
products and chemicals.

Mr. Syed began his career with PricewaterhouseCoopers in Canada, working in their Assurance and Business Advisory 
and Transaction Services practices, where he qualified as a Chartered Accountant with the Canadian Institute of Char-
tered Accountants. Mr. Syed holds a Bachelors degree in Chemical Engineering with a Minor in Management from McGill 
University and a Masters in Accounting from Concordia University. He is a Chartered Financial Analyst and a member of 
the CFA Institute.

Omar Syed | Managing Director Turkey & Central Asia, The Abraaj Group
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Participating International and Local LP’s and GP’s

•      Abraaj Capital

•      AccessTurkey 

•      Actera Group

•      ADM Capital

•      Ak Portföy

•      Anka Capital Management

•      Bridge Point

•      Cordiant Capital

•      CRESCENT CAPITAL

•      Darby PE

•      DEG

•      DGSK

•      Earlybird Venture Capital

•      EBRD

•      Global Investment House

•      Globalturk Capital

•      Goldman Sachs

•      Gözde Private Equity

•      GULF CAPITAL

•      idacapital

•      IFC

•      Inventram

•      Is Private Equity

•      KARE YATIRIM

•      MEDITERRA

•      MID EUROPA

•      Mitsui

•      MV Holding

•      NBGI Private Equity

•      NBK Capital

•      Pera Capital Partners

•      Revo Capital

•      Rohatyn Group

•      SEAF

•      Taxim Capital PE

•      TTGV Türkiye 
        Teknoloji Geliştirme Vakfı

•      TURKVEN
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globalturkcapital.com�empea.org�


